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Component Issue Description
Access Control CE-120818 A user cannot access the record page in edit mode if they do not have access to the Contacts application.
Admin Dashboard, NextGen 
Dashboard, Reports, Workspaces, 
Dashboards and iViews

CE-120847 The page goes blank when the heat map is added to the dashboard.

Application Builder CE-120875
The "Created By" and "Last Updated By" fields for those fields go blank if the user who created or last updated the application and fields is no longer 
in the system.

Application Builder CE-120858 When attempting to modify the formula, the formula editor freezes and causes the web browser to crash. 

Application Builder CE-120810
When clicking the 'Edit Values' button for a Values List a second time, the pre-loaded pop-up window transforms into a new browser window, 
displaying a full Archer page.

Application Builder CE-120808 When the user changes the color of the Global Values list value, the UI freezes and the color pallet disappears.
Application Builder CE-120589 When a values list value name contains "<" or ">" symbols, the formula editor shows the name with "&lt" or "&gt" appropriately.
Application Builder, Data Driven 
Events

CE-120781 DDE not working properly when moving between Text Area fields.

Bulk Operations CE-120884 The user cannot run or delete the correct Bulk Schedule if the Bulk Schedule Application is collapsed.
Bulk Operations CE-120862 An exception occurs when a scheduling action is created for an application that has an inactive cross reference field.
Bulk Operations CE-120842 Schedule Run Detail Report - Statistics section display is partially cut off
Bulk Operations CE-120759 The Run Details do not display any error messages when a Bulk Action job's content save fails due to a validation issue.
Bulk Operations, Workflow (AWF) CE-120791 AWF Bulk Update Jobs failing with unexpected error.
Caching CE-120849 Redis timeout error reveals server endpoint name information on the Archer interface.
Charts and Graphs CE-120550 The exported pie chart does not show the percentage values. 
Config Service Client CE-120005 Services sometimes do not process the jobs on the instance refresh
Data Driven Events CE-120554 On the record page, the field content collapses to the right.
Data Driven Events CE-120272 When a DDE operation triggers on a field, the field and its contents slides to the right.
Data Driven Events, Navigation, 
Record Page

CE-120730 The read only questionnaire related record field does not show the 'view all' link.

Data Feeds CE-120835 When an Archer to Archer datafeed processes an attachment field with Turkish file names, a warning is displayed.
Data Feeds, JS Transporter CE-120876 JS-Datafeed fails due to synchronization issues when run on high performance system with S3 enabled.
Data Import CE-120558 The run details shows create count instead of failure count when the data feed or data import fails.
Database CE-120140 The admin dashboard job fails with a time out error due to the large amount of data.
Inline Edit CE-120815 The unsaved changes warning shows even after the inline edit changes are saved.
Keyboard Navigation CE-120866 When using the Enter key to open a hyperlink, the user profile displays incorrect user details.
Master Report Listing CE-120101 The user gets redirected to the home page if they access the report listing page before the global navigation menu loads. 
Navigation, Record Page CE-120832 Archer is producing console errors when navigating within a record.

Navigation, Section 508 CE-120735
Screen readers cannot identify the header and footer of the page, page navigation, and primary activity because there are no landmark roles 
provided. 

Notifications CE-120890 If the user saves the subscription notification without viewing the delivery tab, a validation error message appears.
Packaging CE-120896 The 'Installed By' field in the package installation log displays the incorrect user details.
Questionnaires CE-120809 Auto-generate Findings saves Finding field which is required even when there is no values added
Questionnaires CE-120772 The text field and values list field content are not saved on the customized application.
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Record Page CE-120869 When image link is added in a text  area field after hyperlink, it erases all the data in the text field

Record Permissions CE-120892 The record permission field rule that has a filter condition referring to the automated record permission field does not display the group.

Reports CE-120813 The Reports Listing page shows the report that is linked to the inactive solution.
Reports CE-120705 Modifying the "Risk Assessments - Due Date Calendar" core report does not retain the color.
Reports CE-120386 Questionnaire Campaign report deep link opens a blank report.
Reports CE-121008 Making changes to the personal report makes it available to everyone.
Section 508, Workspaces, Dashboards 
and iViews

CE-120738 The screen readers do not announce when you open the workspace using the keyboard.

Security CE-120792 Installer files contain unprivileged, hardcoded password string.
Security CE-120790 An authenticated user could manipulate application resources to gain unintended read access to a private report.

Security CE-120283 Maximum Length Exceeded Validation message is not shown and the content is saved, when a proxy is used to intercept and alter the request.

UI CE-120916 Keyboard focus moves out of the 'About' dialog box when using the Tab key.

Workflow (AWF) CE-120782 "This record does not have a workflow associated with it" message appears despite an active job viewable in AWF job troubleshooter. 

Workflow (AWF) CE-120701 Web tier connectivity issues causing AWF jobs to fail

Workspaces, Dashboards and iViews CE-120757 Switching to the classic dashboard shows the wrong report.

Workspaces, Dashboards and iViews CE-120749 When shifting from a workspace with quick links to a workspace with no quick links, the Quick links of the old workspace are shown.

Workspaces, Dashboards and iViews CE-120737 Interface elements within the Issues Management Dashboard were not compatible with Accessible Rich Internet Applications (AIRA) guidelines.  
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